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What is pi?
Pi is a mathematically constant number, meaning it is a number that never changes. 

The number is represented by the Greek letter called pi.

How is pi calculated?
Pi is equal to a perfect circle’s circumference divided

by its diameter.

  
Just how long is pi?
Pi has an infinite number of digits, which never repeat. 

Mathematicians and computer scientists have worked 

to calculate pi to as many digits as possible. The cur-

rent record is held by Fabrice Bellard of France, who 

calculated pi to 2.7 trillion digits! Chao Lu of China holds the world record for 

memorizing the most digits of pi – 67,890 of them! Pi to the first 10 decimal places 

is equal to 3.1415926535.

(Did you notice this is why Pi Day falls on 3/14?)

Why is pi important?
Pi is used every day by people who work in jobs that require precise calculations 

of objects, such as architects, aircraft engineers and mathematicians.  Artists 

even use pi for inspiration. Listen to how pi is interpreted with musical notes at                

www.avoision.com/experiments/pi10k, and look at how pi is visualized with colors 

at www.pination.com.

Activities: Where can I find pi?

See where you can find evidence of pi in your life. Start with the places listed here.

1. In the newspaper: Find a circle in today’s Oklahoman, perhaps in a picture or 

advertisement. Use a piece of string to trace the circle’s circumference, then lay 

the string on a ruler to find the circle’s exact circumference. Use the same ruler 

to measure the circle’s diameter. Calculate pi.

2. In the lunchroom: Find a circle in the lunchroom, perhaps in the form of a pizza 

or the top of a soda can. Find the circle’s circumference and diameter. Calculate 

pi. You should get the same answer!

3. Where else can you find evidence of pi? Be creative!

Educators, for more educational classroom resources,
visit Newspapers In Education online at nie.newsok.com.


